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Dependency Structure
- Syntactic structure consists of:

— Lexical items
— Binary asymmetric relations 9dependencies

' Head (governor,submitted
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Transforming Dependency Structures to Logical Forms for Semantic Parsing
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Abstract

The strongly typed syntax of grammar l'or-
malisms such as (‘(‘(i. 'l‘A(i. l,l"(i and “PM;
offers a synchronous lramework lt‘ir deriving
syntactic structures and semantic logical lorrns.
In contrast-~partly due to the lack ot a strong
type system~4lependency structures are easy
to annotate and have become a widely used
form of syntactic analysis for nanny languages.
However. the lack of a type system makes a
formal mechanism tor deriving logical forms
from dependency structures challenging. We
address this by intrtxlucing a robust system
based on the lambda calculus lor deriving neo»
Davidsonian logical forms from dependency
trees. 'l‘hesc logical forms are then used for
semantic parsing of natural language to Free
base Experiments on the l"rce‘)l7 and Web«
Questions datascts show that our representation
is superior to the on'ginai dependency trees and
that it outperforms a C(‘(:‘-b.'ised representa-
tion on this task. Compared to prior work. we
obtain the strongest result to date on i"ree‘)|7
and competitive results on WebQuestions.

l introduction

Semantic parsers map sentences onto logical torms
that can be used to query databases (/.'ett|emoycr and
Collins, 2005; Wong and Mooney. 200(1). instruct
robots (Chen and Mooney, 20| I). extract inlormation
(Krishnamurthy and Mitchell, 20| 2), or describe vi-
sual scenes (Malus'lck el al.. 20l2). Current systems
accomplish this by learning task-spcwilic grammars
(Berant et al., 20l 3), by using strongly-typed (‘(,‘(i
grammars (Reddy et al.. 20M). or by eschewing the
use of a grammar entirely (Yih et al.. 20l5).

“Work carried out during an internship at Google.
"On leave from Columbia University.
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(c) The connmsed lambda calculus expression.

Figure |.' The dependency tree is binari/ed into its
srexpression. which is then composed into the lanlbda
expression representing lhe sentence logical lornli

in recent years. there have been signilicant ad-
vanccs in developing last and accurate delwndeney
parsers for many languages (McDonald et ni.. 2005:
Nivrc el al.. 2007; Martins et al.. 20”. inleruliu).
Motivated by the desire to carry these advances over
to semantic parsing tasks. we present a robust method
for mapping deix-ndency trees to logical forms that
represent underlying predicateargument structures.'
We empirically validate the utility of these logical
forms for question answering t'rom datalnlses. Since
our approach uses dependency trees as input. we hy—
pothesilc that it will generalilc better to domains that
are Well covered by dependency parsers than methods
that induce semantic grammars from scratch.

The system that maps a (it‘IK‘IltiClle tree to its log-
ical l‘ornr (henceforth l)l.‘-l'l.z\Mlll)/\) is illustrated
in Figure I. First. the dependency tree is hilltll‘ll‘t‘tl
via an obliqueness hierarchy to give an .\'-e\pr¢-.\'.viun
that dcscrilws the application of functions to pairs

'lly "robust". we trier to the ability to gracelully handle
parse errors as well as the uatyped nature of dependency syntax

Transactions of the Association for (‘ompututlonnl Linguistics. vol 4.1m. i27 140. 20th. Actlon lltlllot (‘lulntophrr l‘utts
Submlnslon butch: l2I2tll5: l'ubllslierl 4/2010.
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lations between entities on top of these RNNs. Fig. 1
illustrates the overview of the model. The model
mainly consists of three representation layers: a
word embeddings layer. a word sequence based
LSTM-RNN layer, and finally a dependency subtree
based LSTM-RNN layer.

3.1 Embedding Layer

The embedding layer handles word embedding rep—
resentations. nu. np, nd and ng-dimensional vectors
v”), to”. CM) and 1"“ are embedded to words, part—
of—speech (POS) tags, dependency types, and entity
labels. respectively

3.2 Sequence Layer

The sequence layer represents words in a linear se-
quence using the representations from the embed-
ding layer. This layer represents sentential con-
text information and maintains entities, as shown in
bottom-left part of Fig. 1.

We employ bidirectional LSTM-RNNs (Zaremba
and Sutskever, 2014) to represent the word sequence
in a sentence. The LSTM unit at t-th word consists
of a collection of d—dimensional vectors : an input
gate it, a forget gate ft, an output gate 0;, a memory
cell 0,. and a hidden state h. The unit receives an
n-dimensional input vector 1;, the previous hidden
state h,-1, and the memory cell c,_1, and calculates
the new vectors using the following equations:

0(Wm1‘g-i- U("IL¢_1+ W).
a (Wt/)2: 4, Uth + le)

(1)it

f:

 

bidirectional sequential and bidirectional" tree-summed LSTM-RN33.

a (WWIt + U(°)h¢_1 + 1M) ,
tanh (ll/“)1, + UWhH + W) .,
it'CUr + ft'CCt—i.

Ore-Amnmctlh:

where 0 denotes the logistic function, 3 denotes
element-wise multiplication. W and L' are weight
matrices, and b are bias vectors. The LSTM unit at t-
th word receives the concatenation of wo_rd and POS
embeddings as its input vector: 1, = Livy": v9].
We also concatenate the hidden state vectors of the
two directions' LSTM units corresponding to each
word (denoted as hat and E) as its output vector,
3‘ —_ [h—L and pass it to the subsequent layers.

3.3 Entity Detection

We treat entity detection as a sequence labeling task.
We assign an entity tag to each word using a com-
monly used encoding scheme BILOU (Begin, In-
side. Last, Outside. Unit) (Ratinov and Roth. 2009).
where each entity tag represents the entity type and
the position of a word in the entity. For example,
in Fig. l. we assign B-PER and L-PER (which de—
note the beginm‘ng and last words of a person entity
type, respectively) to each word in Sid'm Yates to
represent this phrase as a PER (person) entity type.

We realize entity detection on the top of the se-
quence layer. We employ a two—layered NN with
an he-dimensional hidden layer hm and a softmax



 



Methods for Dependency Parsing
- Dynamic programming LfiCKY-s\)

/ — Similar to lexiccfinalid PCFG: (n5
' —- Eisner(1996): )3

- Graph algorithms
— McDonald et al. (2005): score edges independently using classifier

and use maximum spanning tree
- Constraintsatisfaction

— Start with all edges, eliminate based on hard constraints
Z/ng/NL‘NDeterministi""cparsing”

— Left—to—right, each choice is done with a classifier    
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Making Decisions
What are the sources of information for dependency parsing?
1. Bilexical affinities

— [issues —> the] is plausible
2. Dependency distance

— mostly with nearby words
3. Intervening material

— Dependencies rarely span intervening verbs or punctuation
4. Valency of heads

— How many dependents on which side are usual for a head?

AAA/AAA
ROOT Discussion of the outstanding issues was completed



MaltParse (Nivre et al. 2008)
Greedy transition—based parser
Each deci_sion: how to attach each word as we
encounter it
_ If you are familiar: like shift—reduce parser jab” buflam?

Select each action with aclassifier is 9(miurj

41»?The parser has: L
— a stack 0, written with the top to the right

- which starts with the ROOT symbol :1)
— a buffer B, written with the top to the left £1:W 1 ‘

- which starts with the input sentence Maw"
— a set of dependency arcs A g3
Jflwhic empty

—>a set of actions/,,___.

  



Arc-standard Dwependency Parsing
E” ‘ r [

3K /90 “ \P/flwflaflq

Start: O=[ROOT],B=W1 .'..,w A‘—®

- fS/hittx‘ 9Lflow"1,—B,A Mflv
-‘LeffltM-Ach71;, OlWi,W,-IB,A eo,w,‘|B,AUxL(rpw,-,w).-} /\
- Rigéht-ATr! 0|‘w‘.-,fl.wJ-|B,_MA eo,w.-|B,Au{r(w.-,wj)}/\
Finish(B.—®- AAA W7 W

ROOT Joe likes Marry
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Arc—standard Dependency Parsing

Statr.'o——[ROOT],B——w1,...,wn,A_—®
- Shift o,w,-|B,A 90|w.-,B,A
- Left-Arcr o|w.-,wj|B.A eo,wJ-IB,AU{r(wj,w,.)}
- Right-Arcr OIW,~,WJ-|B,A -)o,w,-|B,AU{r(W.-,Wj)}
Finish: B =® (\/\ /\

ROOT Joe likes Marry

A
/\

[Joe, likes, marry] a
[Iikes, marry] 9)
[likes, marry] {(Iikes,Joe)} = A1
[marry] A1
[
[
[

Shift
Left-Arc
Shift
Rig ht-ArC
Rig ht—Arc
Shift

A U {(likes,Marry)} = A2
A2 U {(ROOT, Iikes)} = A3
A3



Arc-standard Dependency Parsing

Start: 0 = [ROOT], B 2 W1, wn , A = Q)
° Shift 0, wl-|B, A 9 O|w,-, B, A
- Left—Arcr O|w,-, wJ-|B, A a 0, was, AU {r(w,-,w.')} /\
- Right-Arcr olwi, wJ-lB, A —> 0, MB, AU {r(w.-,wj)} /\
Finish: [3 = g

AAA/\AA,/\,,/\
ROOT Happy children like to play With their friends .



Arc—standard Dependency Parsing

Start: 0 = [ROOT], B = W1, wn , A = 9
- Shift 0, w,-|B, A 9 O|W,-, B, A
- Left-Arcr olwi, wjlfi, A 9 O, wJ-|B, AU {r(wJ-,W.-)}
- Right—Arcr 0|w,-, wjlfi, A 9 o, WilB: AU {F(Wi,Wj)}
Finish: B = Q

/\MWlaw/Whelrmendsm(A/\
ROOT Happy children UK p/ with their riends .
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Arc—eager Dependency Parsing
Start: O=[ROOT],B=W1, ...,wn,A_—®
- Left—Arcr olwi, wJ-IB, A 9 0, wj|B, AU {r(wj,w,-)} /\

— Precondition: r’(wk, w,-) 6 A, w,- :t ROOT
- Right—Arcr 0|w|-, wJ-lB, A 9 o|wl-|wj, [3, AU {r(w,-,wj)}/\
- Reduce O|w,-, B, A 9 o, B, A

— Precondition: r’(wk, wi) E A
- Shift 0, w,-|B, A 9 o|w,-, B, A
Finish: B = Q)

This is the common “arc-eager” variant: a head can
immediately take a right dependent, before its
dependents are found



1. Left-Arc, o|w,, MB, A -) o, ,WiB, AU {f(/W',W/)}
Precondition: r(’wk, w,-) 61: A, w,- 1: ROOT

2. Right-Arc, o|wi, MB, A -) olw,1,w-, B, A U {r(w,‘,,w‘)}
3. Reduce o|W,, B, A -) o, B, A

Precondition: r(’wk, W,-) E A
Arc—eag er

4. Shift 0, WJB, A 9 OIW,', B, A

rm/—\r\/\/\/\
ROOT Happy Children like to play with their friends .

 



' 1. Left—Arc, o|w,-, ,wna, A 9 o, ,wlB, AU lr(,W~.w,-)l
Precondition: r’(wk, w,-) Eli A, w,- at ROOT

2. Right-Arc, 0|wi, lw]B, A 9 o]w,],w-, B, AU {r(,W~,,W-)}
3.. Reduce olw,-, B, A 9 o, B, A

Precondition: rtwk, w,-) E A
4. Shift 0, w,]B, A 9 olw,~, B, A

/\/\/\r\/\
ROOT Happy Children like to play with their friends .

Arc-eager

[ROOT]
Shift [ROOT, Happy]

LAamod [ROOT]
Shift [ROOT, Children]

LAnsubj
RAW, [ROOT, like]

[Happy, children, ...] 23
[Children, like, ...] (a
[Children, like, ...] {amod(children, happy)} = A1
[like, to, ...] A1
[like, to, ...] A1 U {nsubj(|ike, children)} 2 A2
[to, play, ...] A2 U{root(ROOT, like) = A3

Shift [ROOT, like, to] [play, Wi'th, ...] A3
LAaUX [ROOT, like] [play, with, ...] A3 U{aux(play, to) = A4
RAxcomp [ROOT, like, play] [with their, ...] A4U{xcomp(like, play) _— A5  



1. Left—Arc, o]w,-, ,wflS, A -) 0, MB, AU {r(/W-,W,)}
Precondition: r(’w,,, w,-) 6? A, W, at ROOT

2. Right—Arc, olwi, MB, A -) o]w,]/W, B, AU {r(w,-,/w4)}
3. Reduce o|W,, B, A -) o, B, A

Precondition: r(’wk, w,) E A
4. Shift 0, W,]B, A -) o|w,-, B, A

Arg—eager

n/\xx~/\AA/\,/\,,
ROOT Happy children like to play with the/r fr/ends .

 

  
with their, ...] A4U{xcomp(|ike, play) = A5
their, friends, ...] A5U{prep(play, with) = A6
friends, .] A6
friends, .] A6U{poss(friends, their) = A7

A7 U {pobj(with, friends) = A8

RAxcomp
RAprep

[ROOT, like, play] [
[ROOT, like, play, with] [

Shift [ROOT, like, play, with, their] [
LApOSS [ROOT, like, play, with] [
RApobj [ROOT, like, play, with, friends] [.
Reduce [ROOT, like, play, with] [
Reduce [ROOT, like, play] [
Reduce [ROOT, like] [
RApunC [ROOT, like, .] A8U{punc(like, .) = A9
You terminate as soon as the buffer is empty. Dependencies = A9



MaItParser (Nivre et al. 2008)
Selecting the next action:

— Discriminative Classifier (SVM, MaxEnt, etc.)
— Untyped Choices: 4
— Typed Choices: |R| * 2 + 2

Features: POS tags, word in stack, word in
buffer, etc.
Greedy -) no search
— But can easily do beam search

Close to state of the art
Linear time parser -) very fast!



Evaluation

AAA/\A UAS=4/5=80/o°
ROOT She saw the video lecture LAS = 2/5 = 40%

o 1 2 3 4 5 ‘

Aoo = #oorreotdeps
# of deps

arsed
2 She nsubj
0 saw root
4 the det
5 video nsubj
2 lecture ‘ ooomp

She nsubj
saw root

det
video nn

2
O
5 the
5
2 lecture dobj

 



Projectivity
- Dependencies from CFG trees with head rules must

be prOJectIve
— Crossing arcs are not allowed

- But: theory allows to account for displaced
constituents 9 non-projective structures

  

      a/mm/wwqW 0 di B uy the e from yesterday ’?

 



Projectivity
- Dependencies from CFG trees with head rules must

be proiective
— Crossing arcs are not allowed

- But: theory allows to account for displaced
constituents 9 non-projective structures

 
     g/WAW 0 did Bill uy the/\fcofee from yesterday ’?



Projectivity

- Arc-eager transition system:
— Can’t handle non-projectivity

- Possible directions:
— Give up!
— Post-processing
— Add new transition types
— Switch to a different algorithm

- Graph-based parsers (e.g., MSTParser)


